ATC LOCKER

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Track serialized items like torque wrenches, multimeters, micrometers and more
- Advanced RFID technology and proprietary software tracks Critical Industry workplace assets in real time
- Heavy duty metal shelves with foam bear the weight of larger tools and assets
- Onboard current allows for secure recharging and storage of power tools

Software Features

- Connects to Level 5 administrative interface with same look/feel of operation
- Fully networkable and scalable with other Level 5 ATC units
- Comprehensive analysis, reporting and inventory tracking can be performed from administrator workstations located anywhere on the network in real time
- Reports are fully customizable and exportable to Excel or PDF

SPECIFICATIONS

- 1 year electronics warranty
- Extended warranty available
- Unlimited number of assigned users
- Networking through Ethernet or wireless
- 1 copy of ATC software required for each administrator
- Available in a variety of colors: Red, Black, Blue, Yellow, Silver, Orange, Green

Contact your local Snap-on tool control specialist or call Customer Service at 1.877.740.1900 for additional information.